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2018 Special Olympics North Carolina Fall 

Tournament 

Evaluation Team Notes 

 

 

Evaluation Team Members 

Lauren Bruce, SONC Community Resources Director  

Ron Henries, SONC Board member 

Nikita Gandhi, SONC Community Resources Director  

Jennifer Wardlow, SONC athlete and Board member 

General 

It was great having Elizabeth Knightly as (volunteer) Games Director to lead GMT and to be available to 

provide training and assessment in key areas throughout the weekend. 

Consider having an honorary Games Director by a local celebrity to encourage sponsorships and 

volunteer engagement.   

It takes a long time to get scheduling materials out to delegations each night; it would be good to 

examine this process and determine how to more efficiently conduct scheduling and give delegations 

what is needed. 

Make sure coach check-in is clearly prominent at all venues.    

Be sure venues are managing situations where there are too many volunteers.  

All of the dinners at area churches were exceptional and well-received.  It would be fantastic to get 

more churches on board. 

Binders were well organized for all sports.   

Parking volunteers need to consistently wear reflective vests.   

Having Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department officers present awards Saturday was great.  Involve 

more law enforcement at all venues as awards presenters.     

Use of texting service was very effective.  This can be built on year after year. 

Excellent, knowledgeable Games Management Team of over 90 people in place. 

Athlete volunteers on GMT and SONC Athlete Council did a great job. 
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Lunch operation went well both days.  It was a smart move to not sort by teams/delegations on Sunday.  

Better communication with venue teams on what to do with leftover food will be helpful.    

Medical staffing was visible and available throughout the weekend.    

It would be an improvement to add a GMT-level group of volunteers to serve as delegation services 

throughout the weekend.  Combined hotel host/information services/souvenir sales. 

Hotel Registration/Check-in  

Hotel hosts at Wyndham Hotel were great.   The sales manager did not seem to know about SONC’s use 

of the hotel.    

All hotels need to begin breakfasts earlier or we need to revisit competition start time.    

Overall, the use of volunteer hotel hosts on Friday afternoon was a great help in the hotels.   

Hotels had local programs on different floors so better placement of delegations together is 

recommended for chaperoning purposes.  SONC may need to revisit how keys are being requested of 

the hotel (so rather than rebatching, SONC just gets one huge batch and assigns out).  Some of hotels 

were not ready at check in.   

Do not use Quality Inn Matthews again because of poor service and poor facility.    

Media Coverage 

TV news coverage by WBTV, WSOC, and Spectrum TV News was great all weekend.  Spectrum coverage 

reached statewide.  

In 2019, try to reach local public radio and Charlotte Observer for other media outlet coverage.  

Do not use e-blast services of Charlotte Business Journal --- not effective.   

Opening Ceremony/Meal operation at Bojangles Coliseum 

Personnel and volunteers at coliseum managed the meal operation very well.  Other than working out 

some details, all went very smoothly.   

Don’t give meal choices next time; very few took advantage of the second option and just having one 

choice will keep things more straightforward. 

Volunteers helped get meals to seats with the delegation.  Great group that helped.  

The Chicken Lady was great!    

Parking on Friday night was difficult as anticipated with other functions going on and rainy weather.  

SONC should continue working with the facility on placement of parking attendants to ensure key pinch 

points are staffed properly.  
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The sound system was difficult to hear speakers.   Sound was muffled and not strong enough.   

Use fewer microphones on stage to help with sound adjustment.   

Delegations seating themselves worked well.    

Jumbotron person did a good job finding delegations when announced.    

More entertainment interaction was needed for engagement by athletes.  Too much time was spent on 

speeches and feedback was received that this fell short of the bar set at Summer Games. 

Co-emcees of SONC Athlete Romas Gabriella and WBTV reporter Ashley were great!   

Great to have the NC Attorney General speak and involved in lighting of cauldron. 

 Basketball  

Short on officials Friday and Saturday.    

Having all the check-in tables in the foyer of Carolina Courts caused a bottleneck of people.   

Facility is great --- good to have skills and team in one location and great to be combined with bocce. 

The schedule was on time.  

There were too many Finish Line volunteers - they needed to be reassigned to useful areas.   

Skills seemed to run well and was ready to go early on Saturday.   

The power team operation went well at the venue.    

Announcers were good but could not be heard – announcers are not as necessary for 3v3 as they are for 

5v5 games.   Build on use of announcers and appropriate PA equipment.   

Great medical coverage.   

Skills numbers are decreasing so look at day-only for local athletes to boost skills numbers.   

Bocce 

Facility is great but a nondraining venue from rain.  

Great medical coverage.  

Staging went well.    

Revisit the need for an Officials hospitality tent since officials didn’t use it.   

More Power Team volunteers were needed for set up on Thursday.  
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Golf  

Great signage on the road for entrance.    

Parents noted golf was well organized; lunches on time! 

With skills, volunteers didn’t seem to know the rules very well.   Inconsistent application of rules.  There 

seemed to be no consistency in counting missed swings.  Poor use of tape for putting.    

Parents noticed that skills of athletes are better from prior years.   Coaches are doing well preparing 

athletes.      

Roller Skating  

Great venue; owners are very supportive of Special Olympics.    

Missing announcers’ script in the binder.   

Short on stopwatches so staff bought them.    

Soccer  

Skills numbers are decreasing so look at day-only for local athletes to boost skills numbers.   

Fields drained well – no mud Sat from Fri rain.  

Doublecheck the address for GPS to see if it should be Weddington, NC, and not what we have.  

The shuttle system operated well.  Better mark the reserved parking spaces for GMT/Eval Team.    

Make better use of middle area in the parking lot so the “village” is more visible. 

Nice to have additional activities (balloon artist) at the venue.  It would be great to build on this. 

Confirm food trucks for next year’s event. 

Soccer skills started over an hour late Saturday.  The had enough volunteers but did not use them to 

help get the day started.    

It appeared that the skills athletes could have eaten lunch earlier.   

GMT should use texting service to notify coaches of schedule changes such as what happened at soccer 

skills.   

Tennis  

Great addition of USTA officials.  USTA wants to help SONC.   We need to work together on 

communication and education to activate them with SONC.    
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Short court awards needed to be presented earlier on Sunday.   Local programs left without getting 

awards.   

Signage point out the ramp is needed so people know they can use instead of steps to get to the courts.    

Awards area was great.   Good place for spectators to view awards.   

Each year there is consistently a lack of tennis-knowledgeable volunteers.  SONC needs to consider some 

different strategies for recruiting and training volunteers to fill this need.  

It was great having tennis skills at Chestnut Park with basketball and bocce nearby.   

Oscar didn’t show up according to Andrea.    

Skills numbers are decreasing so look at day-only for local athletes to boost participation.   

Dance/Olympic Town 

Butler High School student activities were a great enhancement to the event!   Use of students was 

great!   

At bingo, don’t give away all the prizes so quickly.  Function had to be closed early due to lack of prizes.   

DJs were great!   Balloon volunteers were awesome.  

Two Healthy Athletes disciplines were great; Need more in 2019.  

Volunteer management of event needs fine tuning.  The training can be enhanced and a volunteer 

“corral” identified so volunteers do not evaporate throughout the evening.  This also impacted the 

availability of volunteers for teardown. 

Better signage is needed for restrooms and concessions.    

The dinner operation went well; moving forward a separate volunteer group and venue manager can be 

identified for this area. 

Be more specific on equipment rental drop off and placement (tables/chairs in three key areas of the 

building, carts provided, no more 400 lb. wooden tables, etc.)  


